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APPROXIMATE EFFECT (3?LIMDIM&EI)GE THICKMESS, IITCIOENCIIJU?WX,
AND INLET M&X MUMBER ON INLET LOSSES F(lRHIGH-S(XIDITY
By Linwood C. Wright
An approximate, theoretical analysis was made of the inlet or in-
duction losses due to stisonic flow into a high-solidity cascade of
finite thickness blades at incidence angle. The results, which are
presented in a series of figures, indicate that the losses, although
they make up only part of the experinmtal blade loss factor commonly
presented from rotating tests, can become considerable for such large
deviations from design incidence as may be encountered, for example, at
compressor off-design operating conditions.
The analysis indicates that for mibsonic fluw the induction loss
portion of the b@de loss factor can be reduced or eliminated through
increase of blade leading-edge radius. The resnlts for finite thick-
nesses are considered to be of very questionable accuracy for both very
. low incidence angles and near-sonic free-stream velocities because the
assumption of zero blade leading-edgepressure utilized in the computa-
tions is violated under such conditions.
A pronounced effe~t of upstream flow angle on the shape and magni-
tude of the loss factor curve is observed, and the desirability of
avoiding large blade stagger angles when considerable range in incidence
angle is reqpired is indicated.
The equations utilized constitute the usual shock equations when
a~lied to a supersonic, zero thickness inlet at zero incidence. Some
limited results are presented for supersonic flow where the mibsonic
computationswere extended past Ikih 1. Further investigateion -isneces-
- sary to establish the relation between losses computed in this manner
and those associated with the complex wave patterns postulated for super-
sonic cascades with nonzero incidence.
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INTRODUCTION
In compressor design allwances must usually be made for the various “
types of unavoitible losses in order to obtain optimum matching of the
components. Hence a primaryobjective in compressor research is the de-
tailed identificationand evaluation of the loss sources generally iden-
tified as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
,
Boundary layer losses on the innar and outer walls
Blade loading losses which shuw~ as a momentum defect in the
blade wake or trailing vortices
Shock entr~y increase (where local velocities s~stantially
exceed sonic)
Entropy increase due to any rapid deviation from and return to
urdform fluw conditions which results inmbring of nonuniform
flows
losses of item 4 maY occur either at the leading edge, where a
significant adjustment in the fluw area maybe reqyired, or following
the trailing edge, where mixingwiththe free stream of either the wakes
or tbe sepsrated flows or both occurs. Considerationwill be given only
to the losses arising from the rapid adjustments in the flow which may
be reqtied at the c~scade inlet. An appro~te method is proposed for
computing the loss m‘ which will be tisignated the inlet or induction
10ss factor.
In actual practice, each of the loss categories could contribute to
the induction loss; however, the direct contributions can be restricted
to (4) and possibly (3).
Although knuwledge of the isolated induction loss is not required
in order Lo utilize advantageouslythe eqerimental total blade loss
factors m in design computations, such lumwledge will be of value in
the work t~d ultimate isolation and complete understanding of all the
blade losses. In addition, scme method of estimating quantitativelythe
effect of blade leading-edge radius and incidence angle on total loss
factor should prove useful to designers for off-design analysis.
In reference 1 a stisonic drag or pressure loss which results from
fluid viscosity,but may be conputed without its mathematical considera-
tion, is shown to exist at the entrance to a sharp inlet operating at
df -design conditions. The physical mechanism of loss is analogous to
that which occurs when the flow through a small pipe empties abruptly
into a larger pipe.
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In reference 2 an analysis is made for a cascade of zero thickness
flat plates in incompressibleflow (based on the assum@ion that the
kinetic energy associated with the component of velocity normal to the
blade iS lost). In reference 3 an analysis similar to that of refer-
ence 1 considers both co~ressible and incompressibleflow about a cas-
cade of zero leading-edge thickness blades. For a cascade the inde-
pendent variables of reference 1 (inlet velocity or mass-fluw ratio)
are replaced by the incidence angle, with positive and negative angles
corresponding,respectively, to inlet velocity ratios less than and
greater than 1.0. In either case, the pressure loss or drag of refer-
ence 1, both of which show up as a pressure loss for a cascade, is com-
puted from the simultaneous solukion of the integrated momentum, energy,
and continuity equations for the appropriate geometry.
The analysis of reference 3 is extended to consider the flow about
a cascade of.finite thickness blades with the aid of an assumption of
zero nose pressure. Within this assumption the inlet total-pressure
losses which belong most appropriately under loss heading (4) are ob-
tained as a function of blade relative inlet Mach nuniber,incidence
angle, and thickness. These theoretical losses are independent of and
in addition to the loading and other viscous effects. Furthermore, the
induction losses in blade relative total pressure herein presented must
be regarded as minimum values which will be exceeded for aU conditions
not approximatedby the assumed zero nose pressures. (This is in con-
trast to the reference 3 values of loss which give the upper loss limit
for real blades.) A brief comparison of the theoretical with some
typical e~er~ntal total blade loss factors is also presented and
discussed.
SYMBOIS
.
The following synibolsare used in this rep6rt: “
A flow area
a’ velocity of sound
Cs leading-edge thrust coefficient
~ specific heat at constant pressure
% specific heat at constant volume
l d diameter of a circular cascade
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l
absolute leading-edge force with which blade acts on control sur-
face abcdef
.
blade gap, or distance from blade to blade, Ycd/N
incidence angle,
flaw direction
.
constant defined
Wch nuniber,V/a
mass f10W, pVA
total nuiber of
totel pressure
static pressure
angle between blade mean line at inlet and inlet
by eq. (7)
.
blades in rotor or stator row
radius of cticular cascade
net leading-edge force (thrust or drag)
blade leading-edge thickness
velocity relative to rotor blades
absolute veloctty
stagger angle, angle between blade me~ line at leading edge and
axial dtiection
ratio of specific heats, +
density
~ velocity
1 - Pe#p~ .
total.blade loss factor,
w
1 - PJPo
blade inlet loss factor, PO-PJPO-pO = _
—.—— ——- -— —.. -..—. _
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Subscripts:
5
ex
cr
s
o
1
exit of a cascade or row of blades
critical
blade hose surface
stagnation conditions
blade mean line direction behind leading edge; positive angles are
indicated in sketch 1
free-stream station in front of cascade
station just inside blade inlet
,
fmALYsIs
Preliminary Considerations
( Po - Pex PThe blade loss factor /) Poz= 1 ex 1 is a con-Po-po = -~ -q -
.
venient parameter which has been used by compressor designers for de-
fining total compressorblade element or section losses. H now the
blade relative total pressure at exit Pex is replaced by the relative
total pressure Pl just downstream of the cascade inlet, the previous
expression reduces to the blade inlet loss factor 61, that portion of
the total.loss factor with which this analysis is concerned. The fol-
luwing problem is therefore posed for a high-solidity cascade: Given the
cascade geometry (blade stagger angle 131,leading-edge thiclmess t, and
solidity) and the far upstream Mach nuniberand incidence angle i, com-
pute the losses just downstream of the blade leading edge assuming uni-
form flow at that area. The tot~_ pressure behind the inlet is used to
determine the inlet loss factor ml as a function of inlet Mach nuniber
and incidence angle. The problem maybe completely solvedby considera-
tion of the energy, continuity, and x-momentm relations. The flow
configuration is schematically illustrated in sketch 1.
.
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Development of Eqyations
Momentum relation. - Consider the control surface abcdef of
sketch 1, where ed and fa axe streamlines; and fe and bc, defiti-
ing stations (0) and (1), respectively, are assumed positions of essen-
tially uniform par~el flow. If the general integrated momentum equa-
tion is applied in the x-direction (direction of blade mean line behind
the leading edge) to this control surface, the contributions along ed
and fa will cancel because of the symmetry. Also, the sum of the
pressure integrals slong ab and cd equals the value of F, the ab-
solute leading-edge force on a single blade. (The net thrust, which may
be either positive or negative, is equal to pot - F.) With the posi-
tive sense taken as toward the right in sketch 1, the momentum integral
reduces to the x-pressure force on fe, minus the x pressure force on
bc, minus F, plus the x mommtum into fe, minus the x momentum out of
bc, which is equal to O. In algebraic form, the momentum equation is
pog Cos p~ - Pl(gcos P1-t)-F+mVocos i-mV1=O (1)
where m is the constant mass flow per second for steady flow.
Continuity and energy relations. - As a consequence of the assumed
uniformity of the flow at stations [0) and (1) and the absence of heat
transfer between the two stations, the equations of continuity and energy
may be applied in one-dimensional.form. From centinuity,
m= P@@3 Cos (P1 + i) = Plvl(g Cos PI - t) . (2)
.- —. .— _-—____ .. . ..— —.
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while the energy relation yields
r h
ast, o = a. 4(1+
Equation (2) maybe rewritten
m
Multiplication
!/(1
tion
WYo ‘+ (g Cos 131- t).—gcos(pl+ i)= -
a.
u A
of correspondingterms of equations (3) and (4) yields
‘ince VO=%PO
(1) to yield
pog Cos p~ - PJ13
(3)
(4)
Cos (PI + i) .~-)
(5)
and V1 = Mlal, equation (4) maybe used in equa-
Cos pl - t) - F+n&2gcos (131+ i)cos i-
Kel~2k Cos 131- t) = o
or
P& cos pl + P0YMO2 g cos (Bl + i) cos i - F
[= PI (g
Equations (5) and
may be conibinedto
Cos fll - t) + yl.if (g cm PI - t)
1
(6)
(6), which now involve only the unknowns pl and
eliminate pl and yield
Cos jlll
1 + yq
TM02 Cos i +
Cos (p~+ir - pog co: (p~+i)
2
=
%( )V
1/2
~+&
2 %2 ‘o (
l+~Mo2
)
(7)
It is interestingto note that the blade thickness term in equations (5)
and (6) is also elhinated except for its effect on F. -
.-
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All terms on the ri~t side of equation (7) are known if F is
pesumed known, and the ~ight side be~omes the constant K. Equation
(7) may then be solved for Ml as follows: Let K stid for the l
right side of eqyatiou (7). Then Ml? iS @-f=n as
(8)
A
-(2r-K2)+ 4[,%- +]
M12 =
..~rz-u ~
[ 2 1 dN
where the negative sign before the radical leads to physically realizable
m
flaw conditions. In particular, only the”negative sign leads to flow
conditions at (1) which do not violate the second law prohibiting an
entropy decrease.
Ilerivationof expression for inlet loss factor. - Equation (5) may
now be rewritten in the form
.
The ratio p~po may be evaluated in eq..tion (5a) after M12 iS *ter-
mined from eqyation (8). I?ow P~Po is given by
= + ‘-1 M 2 T/T-~
‘1.2 ()-z-lP(-J PO ~ + r-l2 %2
since
* -(. +*%2)-’/’-’
The blade inlet loss factor becomes
1 ‘1-5
Ziit= ‘—
1
Po
-—
‘o
l
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Finally, with the aid of equation (5a), at may be written
MO COS (P1 + i)
)( )
~ +y-l 2(r+w4r-1)
1
-#% “
l+~hf-f
G’ =
( )
(9)
T-11- l+—
z -r/y-l
2%
where Ml is a function of ~, f31,i, and the leading-edge force term
F/pO, and is obtained by solving eqpation (8).
Nose Pressure for Zero Loss
Critical thiclmess concept. - The value of Ml depends on t/g
only through the thickness effect on F (see eq. (7)). Hence @ de-
pends on-the thickness term t/g primarily through the term
(Cos p - t/g) in equation (9). From this equation, @’ -is seento
decrease as t/g increases for practical values of ~1 and, t/g (i.e.,
for cos f3~>.t/g). Apparently, then, there exists a value of t/g which
leads to an inlet loss’factor llY. 0. This value of t/g which le~
to zero inlet loss is termed critical thiclmess. While the actual v~ue
of critical thickness is strongly influenced by the subsequent assumption
of zero nose pressure, the concept would still remain valid in the ideal
fluid if the actual nose pressure distribution cuuldhe determined and
used.
Assumption of zero nose pressure. - At one point in the derivation
it was presumed that the value of F was known. For the purpose of
this analysis, the assumption was made that zero pressure exists on the
blade leading edge, for which F = O. The significance of this assunrp-
tion shouldbe emphasized in that *he inlet losses computed in this
. manner will be minimum losses. The proximity of these losses to the
actual losses will depend on the proximity of the assumed zero pressure
to the actual pressure.
This assumption was made because of the difficulty involved in at-
tempting to compute the blade nose pressure or, more spectiically,the
blade thrust force acting on the control surface (sketch 1). The follow-
ing reasoning indicates, however, that such a procedure does have a cer-
tain validity at appreciable incidence angles, especially if the losses
are emphasized as the minimum induction losses; that is, the actual in-
duction loss must either eqyal the calculated value (if the assumption
is accur@e) or exceed it. For the small dimensions involved herein, a
blade wi-tha rounded nose and at an angle of incidence could have its
—-- ——. ..—.. — .—___ ———
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stagnationpoint located on the surface immedia’%elybehind the leading
edge. Then one method of rationalizing the assumption of zero nose
pressure considers the approximate calculation of the pressure gradient
(dp/dr = pV2/r) normal to the nose ~d due to the streamline curvature
necessary should the flow turn through this &mll blade leading-edge
radius r. These gradients sre of such magnitude that zero nose pressure
appears qtite feasible. Only at the low free-stream inlet velocities
(V a 300 ft/see) or near zero incidence do such a~roximations as these
indicate appreciable deviation from the zero nose pressure hypothesis.
ComputationalI&ocedure
The solutionsto eqpations (8) and (9), which
edge of the blade thrust force, have been obtained
depended upon knuwl-
under the assumption
of zero nose pressure (T = pot). The element or blade rotational speed
ox was considered the independentparameter so that the results might
be directly comparable with some of the available experimental results.
The blade stagger angle B1 was initially specified for each set of
computations. For the case considered with no inlet guide vanes, speci-
fication of the rotor speed m,
angle i fixes the far upstreem
arc=V sin (~1
the stagger angle pl, and the incidence
relative and absolute velocities, since
+ i) =V! tan (pl+i)
Th~ qytream Mach umber is determined for an upstream stagnation tem-
perature at 520° R.
The constant K maybe determined from the right side of equation
(7). Equation (8) is then solved for Ml. The “inletloss term Z5’ is
obtained directly ~om equation (9) for varying
ratio t~g.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Computational Results
The results of the inlet loss computations
lthrough 8.
Inlet loss variation with incidence angle.
inlet loss factor ZLltwith incidence angle i
values of the thickness
are presented in figures
.
l
l-l
1%
N)
*
The variation of the
is plotted in figure 1 .
with ~ contours and t/g as a parameter. These results are similar to
the loss factor against incidence angle relation conventionallyplotted
l *
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for compressorblade sections or elements in order to indicate the range
of low loss incidence. The rotational speed range covered is from 200
to 1000 feet per second at intervals of 200 feet per second. .
Inlet Ioss variation with leading-edge thiclmess. - Curves showing
the theoretical variation of the loss factor with thickness for a given
incidence are presented in figure 2. The inlet losses decrease with in-
creasing thiQcnesd leading to a critical thickness value at which the
uN inlet loss u)’ is zero. These data sre presented for a speed range of1+
P from 200 to 1000 feet per second for a range of incidence angles and the
correspondingupstream Mach nunibers.
It appears that with a leading-edge thickness parameter t/g of
the order of 0.02 it is possible to delay the occurrence of induction
losses to the point at which the blade maybe expected to stall. Hence,
with regard to induction losses, it is seldom, H ever, necessary to
exceed this thickness.
Mach nmiber loss variation. - The variation of inlet loss factor
3 with free-stream Mach umber ~ is shown in figure 3 for ablade thick-
Cy ness parameter t~g = O and “t/g= 0.010. The marked difference between
m the slopes of the zero and finite thickness curves, particulailyat the
o high Mach numbers, will be discussed later.
Critical bladk thickness. - As previou@”described and in accord-
ance with the current assumptions, there exists for every set of fixed
conditions (~, i, and Pl) a thickness above which no inlet losses re-
sult . At this thickness the leading-edge thrust, which depends on the
projected nose area and the nose pressure, when.used in the momentum
equation cancels out the inlet losses in much the same manner that a “
gradual.expansion reduces the losses of an abrupt dumping. Once the in-
let losses become zero, the nose pressure assumption maybe so modified
that the nose pressure increases from the assumed zero value at arate
roughly inversely proportional to the nose thickness; thus a nose thrust
force compatible with a condition of no inlet-loss maybe maintained for
all conditions for which the critical thickness is exceeded.” The current
interest is centered, however, only in the thickness range where pm is
assumed zero and ~’ varies from its maximum value (for zero thick&s
blades) to zero for the critical thickne~. Figure 4 presents the vari-
ation of the critical thickness in dimensionless form with free-stream
Mach number using incidence angle as a paranieter.
Blade stagger angle effects. - Figures 5 and 6 show the variation
of loss factor with incidence angle and with thickness, respectively,
. for 45° and 75° stagger angles. Except for magditude, these figures
.- .. . ..—..— —.— —-——— ——— --——
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illustrate the ssme characteristicsas those for 60°. There is, how-
ever, an extremely pronomced effect of blade stagger angle on the mag-
nitude of the loss factor. This result agrees closely wi.thexpectations, .
since fundamentally that independent variable with which the loss factor
varies most is the area ratio @A1. me act~ fl~ ~ea chawes much
more rapidly with incidence angle change at large blade stagger angles
than at small blade stagger angles; hence the effective dumping loss
variation will be much greater at large blade angles fbr a given inci-
dence angle change.
This phenomenon also &plains the marked difference between the
shape of the curves of loss against incidence angle in reference 3 and
those presented herein for zero thickness. In reference 3, the incidence
angle is varied by holding the inlet flow angle constant and var@ng the
blade an@e. Hence the losses are obtained for a constant upstream flow
angle and initial areabut variable blade angle. In the current work,
variation in incidence angle is effected in the manner that an actual
compressor operates by allowing the upstream flow angle to vary while
blade angle is held fixed, so that decreasing positive incidence angles
lead to larger initial areas. This increase in initial area with nega-
tively increasing incidence angles counterbalancesthe tendency notable
in the loss against i curves of reference 3 for the losses to increase
much more rapidly with negatively increasing incidence.angles than with
positively increasing angles. The comparable curves presented herein in-
dicate a nearly symmetrical variation of zero thiclmess loss about zero
incidence for 60° Uade.stagger angles.
Significance of Assumptions and
The significance of the results presented
Limitations
herein depends
efient upon the validity of the assumptions made in obtaining
to some
the re-
sults. !l!herefae,a discussion of the assumptions made and the probable
limitations of the results follows.
.
Zero nose pressure. - In the a~endix, the blade leading-edge
thrust force is shown tobe the greater of the two finite thickness ef-
fects which reduce the losses computed for zero thickness. The relative
significance of the two finite thickness effects is indicated in figure
l(d). ~ change from the zero thickness .resultsto the circled points
is due to.the sxea -e -atthe blade inlet caused by the thickness.
The change from the ctrcles to the finite thickness curve ‘t~g= 0.012
is due t: the
ing edge.
The zero
difference in
thrust resulting from the assumed vacuum at thb-blade lead-
nose pressure assumption is a~arentl responsible for the
Tconcavitybetween figures 3(a) and (b . At the low Mach
NACATN 3327 13
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nuniberswhere the dynamic head is small, the significance of even a small
thrust is appreciable. At the higher Mach nmibers, the relative effect
is much smaller and the computationalresults appear to approach a common
order of magnitude.
All other curves presented appear to be qualitatively correct, par-
ticularly at incidence angles appreciably off-zero in the compressible
flow range and below Mach 1. The width of the zero loss band in figure
1 indicated by the horizontal axis intercepts is probably too great as
the result of the zero nose pressure assuqtion. Only the “zerothick-
ness curve approaches symmetry about zero incidence; for finite thick-
ness, the center of the zero loss region moves to higher (-positive)
values of i with increasing thickness.
Mach nuuiberlimits and shock effects. - The results presented here-
in were obtained from the solutions to equations very similar to those
tiilized in solving the shock equations.- The chief dtiferences are the
previously mentioned leading-edgethrust force and the area variation
‘between the upstream and downstream positions. When these two devia-
tions are eliminated, as, for exsmple, at zero thickness and.incidence,
the real solution to the equations yields the shock results. For finite
thicknesses and values of ~ greater than 1, a bow wave fornw at the
blade leading edge, with the degree of detachment and,the strength de-
pendent upon the thickness, Mach nuuiber,and incidence angle. Under
these conditions the current zero nose pressure assumption is completely
invalidated along with the concept of critical thickness, since the bow
wave losses mudt be added.
The apparent continuityof the curves through ~= 1.0 for i >0
(fig. 4(a)) ati the existence of negative incidence m&zes for M>l.O
are the results of the procedure used in computing the critical thick-
ness. This computationalprocess relates the state conditions at two
locations and is essentially independent of anypssumptions regarding
the flow process between. The assumption of zero nose pressure consti-
tutes the addition of an arbitrary blade thrust force ,inthe momentum
eqyation. Hence only the portion of these curves below ~= 1.0 ‘has
evahated significance.
It appears that accurate evaluation of the bl~ nose pressure be-
hind the bow wave for supersonic flow would allow computatiQn,ofthe
wet losses by the method presented herein;’hbwever, the currently
accepted theories for continuous annular cascades.do not admit the ~-
. istence of nonzero incidence angles except hy”means of complex external
wave patterns. Analysis of the losses associated with these waves has
not yet indicated the relation between these wave losses and the losses
computed on the envelope basis described herein.
. .
,.
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Another Mach number effect apparent in figure 5 involve$ primarily
the continuity eqpation. For negative incidence angles there is a srib-
stantial range (proportionalto the incidence angle) of free-stream Mach -
nusbers on either side of 1.0 where no solution to equation (8) for Ml
is possible. This means that the mea contraction correspondingto the
change in flow angle reqtied by the given incidence angle plus the
losses associated with the flow process do not allow the continuity equa-
tion tobe satisfied. That is, the blade rowwil.1 choke at or near the
sribsonicMach nrmiberwhere the negative incidence angle curves terminate.
In a conventional compressor, of course, the blade could not qperate at
$
G
any higher Mach nuniberthan indicated for the given negative incidence
angles. Even though continuity maybe satisfied at supersonic lhch num-
bers, giving another new and theoretically extensive operating range
(see fig. 4(a) for ~ > 1.0), this region appears impracticalwith re-
gard to both establishment and operating efficiency.
Deviation angle effect. - The applicability of the current results
has been restricted to high-solidity blades (chord-to-gapratios equal
to or greater than 1.2). Under these conditions the tacit assumption
has been made that the mean fluw follows the blade mean line. This as-
sumption appears reasonable for the solidifies specified. In reference
4, the author’s solution to the flow about a two-dimensional cascade by
relaxation methods indicates that the flow did in fact follow the blade
mean line very closely for moderate incidence angles. In reference 3,
the effect of potential fluw deviation angle on inlet loss for a cascade
of zero thickness blades is indicated as A function of solidity. The
effects of deviation angle on inlet loss become large for solidifiesbe-
low 1.0.
s .
Comparison of Theoretical Approximation with Actual Compressor Results
There are several inherent ~ferences be~een the exper~nt~ re-
sults from actual compressor tests and any two-dimensional”calculation.
First, the experimental results must be obtained for the viscous fluid
and second, the effects of three-dimensional relief from choking, blade
spanwise thickness taper, and chord taper always qppear in the experi-
mental results. Finally, at present experhental measurements in a com-
pressor must necessarily be made at the blade exit where the total loss
rather than the inlet loss is measured.
Detailed comparison of 61 and Z. - In spite of the discussed
discrepancies, some comparison with experiment was desirable. The total
experimental loss factor variation with incidence angle for a convention-
al transonic co~ressor blade section near the tip is plotted in figure “
7. (The same comparison is made for an experimentalmean radius section
and the comparable theoretical curve in fig. 8.) The leading-edge thick- ,
ness psrameter of the exp~imental tip section (t/g = 0.008) is approxi-
mately equal to that used in computing the theoretical curve, and the
rotational speeds sre essentially the same.
-. — —
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For incidence angles i of
losses are indicated as zero for
0° to 4° (fig. 7), the
the theoretical curve,
15
theoretical.inlet
while the exPeri-
rnental total-loss curve rises rapidly and at an increasing rate in t-~s
region. (This is the region in ~hi& the zero nose pressure assumption is
most questio=ble.) At values of incidence angle beyond 4°, the theoreti-
cal induction loss curve rises rapidly from zero and at a rate somewhat
greater than the experimental total loss curve. In the incidence angle
range from 4° to approximately 8°, the increases in rate of loss of the
theoretical and experimental curves exe comparable. Beyond incidence
‘E
angles of 8°, the probability exists that trailing-edge separation losses
maybe driving the experimental total loss curve to the extreme loss
factors and the rates of change of the experimental and theoretical
curves deviate. The theoretical curve varies approximately linearly
with incidence angle. At each incidence angle the-blade losses other
than the inlet losses are equal to the vertical distance between the ex-
perimental.(total loss) and the computed (inlet loss) curves. The in-
duction or inlet loss approaches a value of approximately 50 percent of
the total blade loss factor at i = 8° before the two curves deviate and
the blade inlet loss factor again becomes a rather large but smaller
portion of the total loss factor.. The actual compressor operating range
is, of course, dependent on the total loss factor.
Mach nmiber effect. - It mightbe pointed out that there is a Mach
number effect in the curves of figure 1 from which the theoretical curve
of figure 7 is taken as well as in the experimental curve. Since the
tip speed is constant, the inlet lkchnuuibers are decreasing with in-
creasing positive incidence angles (note Mach ntuiber contours in fig. 1)
with the result that the loss factors of figures 2 and 7 increase less
rapidly than with incidence angle alone. These effects are important,
as-~-be observed from fi~e 3, particularly for
case of finite thickness blades (see fig. 3(b)).
Applicabilityof Results
the more practical.
It might be reemphasized that these inlet losses are only part of
the total ~ plotted from compressor experimental results. It appears
probable, however, that these losses might be a aibstantial.portion of
the total loss factor at incidence angles considerably off the design
points. At or near design incidence, these inlet losses become nearly
negligible. These comptiationalresults would therefore be essential .
fQr estimating severe off-design element losses for conditions such as
those that would result in the later stages of a staged axial-flow unit
at low speeds, in the inlet stages at low speeds, or in the later stages
at overspeed and maximum back pressure.
.
Thege induction losses could occur in any type of inlet, whether an
isolated inlet or a compressor or turbine cascade (rotating or stationary).
Whenever large incidence angles occur for small leading-edge radii, the
possible existence of these entropy increases might be considered. In
the experimental.case, the actual flow in all probability consists of a
.. ._ .. . . -—. - — .— - — —— —— ——
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.
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small separated hibble on the low pressure -sideof the body inlet with
relatively smooth flow along the edge of the b~ble. In figure 5 of
reference 1, however, there is strong, though limited, eqerimental .
etidence that the losses involved in the actual flow almost exactly
duplicate (at least for very small thicknesses) the theoretical losses
computed in a manner similar to that used herein.
comlxlmNG REMARKS
An approximate theoretical analysis was made of the inlet or in-
duction losses due to subsonic flow into a cascade of finite thiclmess
blades at incidence angle. The results, which are presented in a series
of figures, indicate that the losses, although they make ~ only part of
the experimentalblade loss factor commonly presented from rotating
tests, can become considerable far such large deviations from design in-
cidence as may be encountered, for example, at off-design conditions.
The-ana13mis ‘indicates that for su&onic flow the induction loss
portion of the ’bladeloss factor canbe reduced or eliminated through
increase ef blade leading-edge radius. The results for finite thick-
,
nesses are considered to be of very questionable accuracy for both very
low incidence angles andnesr-sonic free-stream velocities because the
assumptions of zero blade leading-edge pressure utilized in the coqu-
,
tations are violated under such conditions.
Consideration of the critical thickness computations indicates that
with regard to induction losses, it is seldom, if ever, necessary to
exceed leading-edge thicknesses of 2 percent of the blade gap.
A pronounced effect of upstream flow angle on the shape andmagni-
tude of the loss factor curve is observed, and the desirability-of
avoiding large blade stagger angles when considerable range in incidence
angle is required is indicated.
.
The equations utilized constitutethe usual shock equations when
applied to supersonic, zero thickness, zero incidence inlet flow. Some
limited results sre presented f’brsupersonic flow where the subsonic
computationswere extended past Mach 1. These results, while they appear
to be a rational continuation of the subsonic results, were obtained un-
der conditions”which violated the origirialassumption and derivation;
hence they themselves cannot be valid. If, however, the bow wave losses
are added, future irivestigationsmay indicate the relations existing be-
tween the over-all type loss computation related herein and those loss
evaluations based on a~ysis of discrete waves.
Lewis Fl@t I?ropulsion@boratory
I?ational.Advisory Committee for
Cleveland, Ohio; Septenber
Aeronatiics
3, 1954
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APPEmIx - SEPARATION OF FINITE THICKNESS EFFECTS
The use of finite thickness leading edges in the current computa-
tions has essentially two independent effects:
(~ The area ratio ~A1 is changed as a result of subtraction
from Al of the bl@e thickness t/g.
(b) Themomentum equation used in the subJect computation is altered
by the addition of an effective thrust force obtainedby integratizuzthe
static pressure around
where p is the local
the nose (see Development of Eq&tions~ -
T= (pO-P)(t/g)
static pressure on the blade surface. For the
current assumption of zero nose pressure,
92= po @/g) ,
for a blade of unit span.
The effects (a) and (b) maybe separated for a representative flow
condition. The zero thickness results are employed to obtain ~t as a
function of ~, where E’ and ~ are the loss factor and the inci-
dence angle, respectively, for a constant nonzero thickness parameter
tjg. For each value of =’, an incidence angle it for a given thick-
ness may be made to correspond to the angle i for zero thickness which
results in the same area ratio ~~~. Let
(A.@& = (A#fJ)
for a fixed ~r, where
(A@(J = Cos PJcos (B1 + i)
Cos 131- t/g
(AJAo)t =
Cos (PI+ iJ
Hence
. .
. . .—. -- —..——.— .——-. -— --.——— —.—
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.
or
(Cos fl~ - t/g) Cos (Ill+ i)
Cos (Pp. q =
Cos fq
(Al)
The effect of $hickness on 75’ resulting from change in area A,
independent of thrust, is illustratedby the curve of loss against in-
cidence angle for 800 feet per second tip speed and zero thickness
(fig. l(d)). Foreach value of @ and i, a value of incidence angle
~ with thickness perameter t~g = 0.012 was computed from expression
(Al). The curve ?51 against ~ is indicated by the circles. The
isolated area effect of the thickness is a function of the difference
between the encircled points and the zero thickness curve. The correct
(within the ltiits of the method) inlet loss against ticidence angle
variation must now lie between the curve for t/g = 0.012 and the
circles. The major difference in’the pessimistic zero thickness losses
amd the probably optimistic zero nose pressure finite thickness loss is
seen to be a thrust force effect. Further study may indicate a method
whereby the zero nose pressure results may be faired through the higher
more realistic values of ZGt at small incidence angles at which the
stagnation point approaches the blade leading edge, thereby invalidating
the zero nose pressure assumption.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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